My Bizerba Life cycle contract – during the entire life cycle, the focus is not on acquiring the systems but on their availability. This is ensured by an individual service package at fixed monthly installments.

Smart contracts – integrated services as an intelligent alternative to buying.

Our services at a glance
– Delivery and installation of new equipment
– Integration of the devices in your existing process landscape
– Execution of necessary repair measures
– Preventive maintenance as per maintenance checklist (how often preventive maintenance is carried out depends on the use)
– Replacement of wear and tear parts due to preventive maintenance
– Replacement of recommended spare parts due to preventive maintenance
– Uninstalling of devices after expiration of the contract term

Your benefit
With the Life cycle contract Bizerba offers you customized, tailor-made solutions along the entire process: ranging from an individually configured new device to regular, preventive maintenance, repairs and – of modular design - calibration, preparation for verification, verification support and industry stand-by service – everything for a fixed monthly installment during the entire contract term!

You can plan costs long-term which enhances your cash flow.

We ensure the stability of the process while you can take care of your core competencies. Our support over the entire life cycle ensures highest possible availability of your equipment.

Special features
Our complete offer for you: Device and service – one installment!

Options
– Calibration
– Verification preparation
– Weights & Measures support
– Calibration deadline monitoring
– Industry stand-by service
– Wear and tear parts